
Welcome Comment 

Morning Year 3 I hope you have had a good weekend and managed to do something 

that makes you happy.  

English Task 

 An acrostic poem is a poem where the first letters of each line spell out a word or phrase. 

Have a go at writing your own acrostic poems about Ancient Egypt! Here are some ideas 

for what your poems could spell out: * PYRAMID * SPHINX * MUMMIES * PHARAOH * EGYPT * 

NILE  

Try to include alliteration, adverbs and expanded noun phrases to build atmosphere and 

imagery! 

 

 
  
  
  

  
  

 

 

 

Maths Task  

John has 123 sweets. Simon gives john 135 more sweets. How many sweets does John have 

altogether?  

Sarah has 145 Pokémon cards. Tom gives her 133 more Pokémon cards. How many Pokémon cards 

does Sarah have in total? 

 Lucy baked 162 cupcakes for the school bake sale. Fred baked 127 cupcakes. How many 

cupcakes did they bake in total? 

A farmer collected 262 eggs from his chickens on Monday and 131 eggs on Tuesday. How many 

eggs did he collect altogether?  

The grocer sold 251 apples in one week and 112 apples the week after. How many apples did he sell 

altogether?  

Jessica ate 137 sweets on Saturday and 142 sweets on Sunday. How many sweets did she eat 

altogether? Challenge: create some word problems of your own. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

Online Learning Plan 

year3@suttonpark.worcs.sch.uk 

 

 

 

Foundation Subject Task 

Today, I would like you to take part in the final RSA photography competition: Capture a Moment. 

There are prizes by age group for winning entries, and the winning entries will also be published in our 

Central RSA Academies Trust magazine, DesignEd, in a special ‘lockdown’ edition.  A photograph 

allows you to instantly capture a moment in time.  Over the week, try to capture a poignant 

moment in time.  This could involve: a celebration, a reflection of lockdown, an activity you 

undertake, how you feel or a funny moment.  Email your entry to Mrs Fassnidge: 

Year2@suttonpark.worcs.sch.uk.  

Mrs Fassnidge will decide on an overall winner from Early Years/KS1 and an overall winner from KS2.  

These pupils will receive a £10 voucher.  The entries will then be submitted for a chance to win further 

prizes.   The deadline for the competition is 9am, Monday 6th July. 

More information can be found on the school website. 

Be creative – good luck! 

 

 

Any further guidance 

Miss D and I are looking forward to reading your acrostic poem. Keep emailing them to the Year 3 

email address. Mrs C 😊  
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